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Far away
Long ago

She was inclined
Just the way

That a shadow
Reclines

In the snow

What was felt
To so gradually melt

Far  away  



Nature is making faces
Many, many faces

But at who?

Nature is making faces
Not at you

Nature just makes faces
On the front of the head

Living until dead
Is it because something needs to be said?

Or is it really the endless race
Of worthless words that form the face

In the first place?
 

Nature  faces making is  



The fist lolly

The fist lolly
Is nature's dummy

For screams it seems
Shatter the peace

And say nothing



Salt of the earth

Salt of the earth
Feed my soul

As it strolls and rolls on
The happy bear
From nowhere



The terrible hang over

Her dress
Hung over
The rest

Now as it hung free to dry
To him it was as though it had swept through the sky

To smother his mind as it wept
With longing



On top of the pain
Taking the rain 

Only the hair
Will dare

To be washed in the tears
That clear out the fears

On  pain the of top 



Flame of life

Flame of life
Nestling within
This sense of me

Flame of life
Wrestling within
To be free



The first eye
Took a mountain to open
The second has come
Like a comet
And like petals
The water lifts
As it sips new lips
Into pure white silence

                                              And the cooled grey breath
          Is a pasture beyond death.

The  eye first 



Why does simple stillness,
The sunset of the reclining eye,

Come only after such a long hard climb in the sky
For it asks for no reasons why

Perhaps it just takes time
For time itself to fly

Why  stillness simple does 
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